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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a timing dependent dynamic power
estimation framework that considers the impact of coupling
and glitches. We show that relative switching activities and
times of coupled nets significantly affect dynamic power con-
sumption, and neither should be ignored during power estima-
tion. To capture the timing dependence, an approach to effi-
cient representation and propagation of switching-window dis-
tributions through a circuit, considering coupling induced de-
lay variations, is developed. Based on the propagated switching-
window distributions, power consumption in charging or dis-
charging coupling capacitances is calculated, and accounted
for in the total power. Experimental results for the ISCAS’85
benchmarks demonstrate that ignoring the impact of timing
dependent coupling on power can cause up to 59% error in
coupling power estimation (up to 25% error in total power es-
timation).

1 Introduction

Accurate power estimation is a critical problem in modern
IC design. It is expected that power dissipation would be a
limiting factor for future technologies. Currently, more than
60% of a circuit’s power consumption is attributed to charging
(or discharging) interconnect capacitances [1–6]. This is due
to relatively decreasing gate load capacitances in comparison
to increasing parasitic interconnect capacitances. With the
progress of deep sub-micron technologies, shrinking geome-
tries have led to a reduction in the self capacitance of wires.
However, coupling capacitances have increased as wires have a
larger aspect ratio and are brought closer together. For 90nm
technologies, the ratio of an interconnect’s parasitic coupling
capacitance to its parasitic ground capacitance is nearly 5.5
(85% of the total parasitic capacitance) [7–9]. This signifies
the increased dominance of coupling capacitances with tech-
nology scaling. It is therefore evident that the component of
power dissipation corresponding to parasitic coupling capaci-
tances is significant.

Power consumption estimation for coupling capacitances
is more complicated than for ground capacitances. In the lat-
ter case, parasitic ground capacitances on the fanout net of
a gate are added in parallel to the gate’s load capacitance.
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Figure 1: Effect of timing on coupling power

The ground capacitances are charged and discharged depend-
ing on the net’s signal transitions in exactly the same way
as the load capacitance. They simply introduce additional
power consumption components similar to that for the load
capacitance. The power dissipation per clock cycle is thus
dependent only on the net’s switching activity [10]. However,
the power consumption for a parasitic coupling capacitance
(termed coupling power) between two interconnects is depen-
dent on the voltage difference across that capacitance. This in
turn, is dependent on the relative switching activities of these
interconnects. The voltage across a coupling capacitance can
vary in the range of [-Vdd, Vdd], while the range of voltage vari-
ation for a parasitic ground capacitance is [0, Vdd]. The worst
case voltage variation across a coupling capacitor is there-
fore 2Vdd in contrast to Vdd for a parasitic ground capacitor.
When two coupled wires a and b with coupling capacitance
Cc, simultaneously switch in the same direction, there is no
charging or discharging of Cc, and no coupling power is con-
sumed (P1 = 0, Figure 1). When only one of the wires switch,
Cc charges or discharges with a voltage variation of Vdd, and
its coupling power consumption is given by P2 = 0.5CcV

2
dd.

In the case when the wires simultaneously switch in the op-
posite direction, Cc may charge or discharge with a voltage
variation of 2Vdd, consuming P3 = 0.5Cc(2Vdd)

2 = 2CcV
2

dd

units of power.
In addition to the dependence of coupling power on the

relative switching activities of the coupled interconnects, the
power consumed is dependent on the nets’ relative switching
times [10]. The coupling power P4 (in Figure 1) is dependent
on some function ψ(d) of the difference d in their switching
times. As d increases, the case of simultaneous switchings
on the interconnects change to two independent cases of only
a single interconnect switching. In this case of similar direc-
tion switchings, the coupling power can vary from 0 to CcV

2
dd,

depending on the relative delay between their switchings. If
the wires switch in opposite directions, the coupling power
can vary from CcV

2
dd to 2CcV

2
dd. Relative delays, timing in-

formation, and switching activities are therefore, critical to
accurate coupling power estimation.

Furthermore, the dependence on relative switching activi-
ties translate to dependence on the functional information of
the circuit. For example, the outputs of an AND gate and
an OR gate have different switching probabilities, even for
identical input switching probabilities. This implies that cou-
pling power is dependent on a circuit’s functionality (logic
implementation).

It is commonly accepted that circuit simulation based ap-



proaches to power estimation [11] are strongly input pattern
dependent and too slow for large circuits. Probabilistic ap-
proaches to estimate power were first proposed in [12]. A
zero-delay model was considered which ignored the impact of
glitches. Probabilistic simulation approaches [13–15] that did
not assume a zero-delay model were later proposed to han-
dle the impact of glitches. To consider temporal correlations,
such approaches require the user to specify typical signal be-
havior at the circuit inputs, often using a sequence of val-
ues indicating the probability of switchings at specific time
points. The propagation of these signals is similar to event
driven logic simulation. An event driven energy-consumption
estimation model is proposed in [16]. Power estimation ap-
proaches that employ BDDs [17] are too slow for modern com-
plex circuits. Statistical methods for power estimation [18]
simulate the circuit repeatedly using some simulator (e.g.
HSPICE, Powermill) while monitoring the power consump-
tion. Prior work in power estimation does not couple the
problem of power estimation to detailed timing analysis. The
effects of relative switching delays are ignored. In most of the
power estimation tools, either the coupling power is ignored
or is accounted for as a component from coupling capacitances
that are assumed to be grounded. In addition, it is accepted
that considering all spatial correlations are computationally
very expensive.

In this paper, we propose a timing dependent dynamic
power1 estimation framework for combinational circuits that
considers the impact of coupling and glitches. Our contribu-
tions are summarized as follows.

1. We signify the timing dependence of coupling power and
show that dynamic power estimation should not be de-
coupled from detailed timing analysis. We present a
timing dependent framework for dynamic power estima-
tion that considers the impact of coupling and glitches.

2. A representation to approximate the switching proba-
bility distribution on any wire (denoted as switching-
window distribution) is developed. We next propose an
efficient single-pass approach to propagating switching-
window distributions through a given circuit while con-
sidering the impact of coupling induced delay variations.

3. Finally, we present an approach to coupling and to-
tal power estimation based on the obtained switching-
window distributions. We also describe how the pro-
posed framework is amenable to incorporating the im-
pact of glitches on power.

We develop the proposed framework and compare results
obtained when (i) coupling power is ignored; (ii) coupling
capacitances are assumed to be grounded during power esti-
mation; and (iii) the timing dependence of coupling power is
considered (our approach). Experimental results for the IS-
CAS’85 benchmarks demonstrate accuracy improvements of
up to 59% in coupling power estimation (up to 25% in total
power estimation). Since ignorance of the timing dependence
of coupling power is found to result in both underestimation
or overestimation of power, using a guard-band during power
estimation while ignoring timing is meaningless. We therefore
conclude that it is critical to consider the timing dependence
of coupling power in total power estimation.

1In this paper, we denote the switching power consumption as the
dynamic power, and do not explicitly consider short-circuit power. Note
that this is not a limitation; traditional approaches to short-circuit
power estimation can still be employed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present a
motivational example in Section 2 to illustrate the significance
of the timing dependence of power consumption in coupling
capacitances. The proposed approach to timing dependent
power-consumption estimation is described in Section 3. Ex-
perimental results are reported in Section 4, and we draw
conclusions in Section 5.

2 A motivational example

We performed HSPICE simulations for two coupled nets with
typical local interconnect dimensions [9], and having driving
and loading gates implemented in 90nm technology. The en-
ergy consumption per switching in the circuit was evaluated
for the cases of single net switching (SNS), simultaneous sim-
ilar switching (SSS), simultaneous opposite switching (SOS),
similar switching with large relative delay (SSWD), and op-
posite switching with large relative delay (OSWD). Results
obtained are presented in Table 1. For each of the above
cases, we present the energy consumption when (i) the cou-
pling capacitance was ignored (No Cc); (ii) the coupling ca-
pacitance was considered as ground capacitances on the nets
(Grounded Cc); and (iii) the coupling capacitance was con-
sidered between the coupled nets (Exact Cc).

From Table 1, it is observed that ignoring coupling leads
to large underestimation of power in most cases (up to 53%
in case of simultaneous opposite switching). In addition, con-
sidering coupling as capacitance to ground also leads to large
errors: ranging from underestimating power by 26% (for the
case of simultaneous opposite switching) to overestimating
power by 56% (in case of simultaneous similar switching).
Furthermore, we observe that relative delays between switch-
ings cause significant differences in power consumption. It is
thus evident that coupling power should be estimated accu-
rately considering both timing and relative switching activi-
ties.

Table 1: Simulated energy consumption (nJ) per switching
Switching case No Cc Grounded Cc Exact Cc

SNS 1.442 2.249 2.249
SSS 2.884 4.498 2.884
SOS 2.888 4.498 6.090

SSWD 2.884 4.498 4.498
OSWD 2.888 4.498 4.498

3 Timing dependent power estimation

In this section, we describe our approach to dynamic power
estimation. It is established that coupling power is dependent
on the relative switching times of coupled interconnects. How-
ever, accounting for all possible switchings in large circuits
is impractical and necessitates assumptions of some switch-
ing probability distribution on each interconnect. We first
describe our approach to efficiently approximating the dis-
tribution of a switching on any wire, which we denote as a
switching-window distribution. We next present an approach
to window propagation while considering coupling induced
delay variations. Finally, we describe our power estimation
technique based on the obtained switching-window distribu-
tions.

3.1 Switching-window distribution representation

Considering complete functional information during timing
analysis of a given circuit involves enumeration of all possi-
ble input vectors. This approach is exponential in complex-
ity, and therefore, computationally prohibitive. On the other
hand, ignorance of functional information introduces uncer-
tainties that makes timing information on each wire of the



circuit a set of possible signal switchings. Each set is rep-
resented as a switching-window and a set of slew rates such
that any signal switching falling in the window and having
a slew in the range, is in the set. Symbolically, we denote
the switching-windows for the rise and fall transitions on any
wire x as xr and xf , respectively.

Each switching-window x (xr or xf ) on a wire is often

defined as an interval x
∆
= [lx, hx], such that the time t of any

possible signal switching on the wire lies in this interval. An
assumption of a uniform probability density for a switching in
this interval is unrealistic. We formally denote the probability
density function (PDF) of a switching on a given window x
as φx(t). The following is immediate.

φx(t) = 0, ∀ t < lx ∨ t > hx (1)

Efficient representation and propagation of an arbitrary
window distribution φx(t) is challenging and can be compu-
tationally very expensive. We propose to represent a given
switching-window x using a set of M sub-switching-windows
xi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M), each having a constant probability den-
sity φxi in their respective intervals [lxi , hxi ]. Such an ap-
proach captures the PDF of x more accurately than the as-
sumption of a uniform density in the interval [lx, hx] of x.

We now present one approach to representing a switching-
window x with a given PDF φx(t) as a set of M uniform den-
sity sub-switching-windows. For simplicity, we initially seg-
ment the interval [lx, hx] into M equal length segments. The

interval of a sub-switching-window xi
∆
= [lxi , hxi ] is therefore

given by the following.

lxi = lx +
(i− 1)(hx − lx)

M
(2)

hxi = lx +
i(hx − lx)

M
(3)

To evaluate the constant probability density φxi for any
sub-switching-window xi, we match the probability of switch-
ings in xi’s interval to that of x in the same interval. Formally,
φxi is computed as the following.

φxi =
1

(hxi − lxi)

∫ hxi

lxi

φx(t)dt (4)

It is immediate that our approach preserves the probabil-
ity of switching in a window x. This procedure is employed
separately to represent the rise and fall switching-windows on
a given wire, each intoM sub-switching-windows. As a result,
the probabilities that the signal on a wire switches from low-
to-high (rise transition) and from high-to-low (fall transition)
in a single clock cycle are given by the following.

Prx[rise] =

M∑
i=1

(hxr
i
− lxr

i
)φxr

i
(5)

Prx[fall] =

M∑
i=1

(h
x

f
i

− l
x

f
i

)φ
x

f
i

(6)

3.2 Switching-window distribution propagation

We next describe our approach to propagating the set of sub-
switching-windows through logic blocks in a circuit. We dis-
cuss the window propagation for a two-input AND gate for
illustration. The extension to other common logic gates, in-
cluding those with greater than two inputs, is similar.

da

db

a

b
c

Figure 2: A two-input AND gate

We consider a logic AND gate with inputs a and b, and
output c as shown in Figure 2. The switching-window on in-
put a for the rise (fall) transition is denoted by M uniform

density sub-switching-windows ar
i (af

i ), (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M). The
interval of any sub-switching-window ar

i is denoted by [lar
i
, har

i
],

and the density within this interval is denoted by a constant
φar

i
. The probabilities of the possible transitions in input a,

namely low (steady at logic 0), rise, fall, and high (steady
at logic 1) for a clock cycle are denoted by Pra[l], Pra[r],
Pra[f ], and Pra[h], respectively. We denote the delay of the
timing arc from input a to output c for a rise transition as
dar . A similar representation is used for the input b. Given
these information, our goal is to approximate the rise and fall
switching-windows at c each with M sub-switching-windows,
for further propagation. Note that for M = 1, our approach
falls back to the traditional single switching-window approach
with Pra[r] as the traditional switching activity on a.

If we ignore logical correlation between the inputs a and
b, the probability that c has a fall transition is given by:

Prc[f ] = Pra[h]Prb[f ] + Pra[f ]Prb[f ] + Pra[f ]Prb[h].

The PDF φcf (t) of the fall transition switching-window cf
at any time t is thus given by the following.

φcf (t) =

Pra[h]φbf (t− df
b ) + φaf (t− df

a)

∫ t

−∞
φbf (x− df

b )dx+

φbf (t− df
b )

∫ t

−∞
φaf (x− df

a)dx+ Prb[h]φaf (t− df
a) (7)

Given that the input switching-windows are represented
as a set of sub-switching-windows, φcf (t) is expressed as:

φcf (t) = Pra[h]

M∑
i=1

φbf
i
(t− df

b )

+

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

φaf
i
(t− df

a)

∫ t

−∞
φbf

j
(x− df

b )dx

+

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

φbf
i
(t− df

b )

∫ t

−∞
φaf

j
(x− df

a)dx

+ Prb[h]

M∑
i=1

φaf
i
(t− df

a) (8)

where, (expressions for φar
i
(t), φaf

i
(t), φbr

i
(t) are similar)

φbf
i
(t)

∆
=




0 ∀t < l
b
f
i

φ
b
f
i

∀t ∈ [l
b
f
i

, h
b
f
i

]

0 ∀t > h
b
f
i

(9)

Each inner integral in (8) denotes the area of that sub-
switching-window lying on the left of t, that is, the proba-
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Figure 3: Fall switching-window propagation example

bility of the sub-switching-window having a transition before
time t. The earliest possible switching time for a fall transi-
tion at c is given by the minimum of (lfa + df

a) and (lfb + df
b ).

Similarly, the latest possible switching time for a fall transi-
tion at c is given by the maximum of (hf

a +df
a) and (hf

b +df
b ).

We partition the interval formed with these earliest and latest
switching times into M equal segments. The probability of a
fall transition within any segment is given by the area under
φcf (t) in that segment. The uniform density of this segment
φ

c
f
i

is computed by dividing the obtained probability by the

segment width (similar to (4)). In practice, this computa-
tion is done faster by evaluating the probability of switching
in any segment as the difference of the cumulative distribu-
tion function Φcf (t) of a fall transition on c, evaluated at the
segment’s upper and lower bounds, respectively. Φcf (t) can
be evaluated analytically without numerical integration. This
procedure is employed to compute φ

c
f
i

for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M .

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed approach with an exam-
ple. Here, M = 2, and the switching probabilities and times
are as shown in the figure. φ

c
f
i

is obtained as a sum of the

three PDFs, the third corresponding to the sum of the two
middle terms in (8), while the other two correspond to the
first and last term in (8). The PDF obtained using our pro-
posed approximation approach is shown using a dashed line
in the figure. It is observed that the probability of a switching
in a sub-interval is preserved. Increasing the number of the
sub-intervals (M) improves the accuracy of our approach.

The procedure to computing the sub-switching-windows
for a rise transition is similar. The proposed approach is ex-
tensible to other logic blocks, and is not limited to two-input
gates. The sub-switching-window computation for a NAND
gate is equivalent to the computation for an AND gate, ex-
cept that, in this case, the computed rise and fall windows
should be swapped. Non-inverting buffers and wires time-
shift the sub-switching-windows by their delay values, and do
not affect their probability densities.

3.3 Considering coupling induced delay variations

Simultaneous switchings on coupled wires induce delay vari-
ations (often termed as delay pushouts) in each of them.

The relative switching times and direction (rise or fall) of
the switchings impact these delay variations. For timing esti-
mation, a coupling induced delay pushout model is considered
that evaluates the possible delay variation as a function of the
overlap between the switching-windows on the coupled wires.
A coupling between two wires lying in the fanin and fanout
cone of a logic gate, respectively, causes timing dependencies
that necessitate iterations during timing analysis. Starting
with some assumption of the delay pushout, multiple itera-
tions of timing analysis are performed. Zhou [19] formally
proved that iterations starting with an assumption of zero
delay pushouts on all wires would converge and yield tim-
ing analysis results with minimal pessimism. Simplistic delay
pushout models only consider the worse case overlap length
between the switching-windows on coupled nets. Such models
result in a monotonically increasing sequence [19, 20] of tim-
ing information on all wires, and thus, guarantee convergence.
However, ignorance of correlations between subsequent iter-
ations when using accurate delay pushout models that con-
sider the probabilities of switchings may not guarantee conver-
gence. On the other hand, considering all possible correlations
is computationally too expensive. Consequently, a majority
of timing analysis tools that consider coupling start iterations
with an initial assumption of worst case delay pushout for all
coupled nets. A finite number of iterations are performed to
reduce pessimism using accurate pushout models, but not till
convergence is achieved.

In this work, we adopt the former approach for simplicity.
Timing analysis of a given circuit is initially performed with
two switching-windows on each wire that denote the wire’s
rise and fall switching-windows. Using an overlap based delay
pushout model [21], the converged switching-windows on all
wires in the circuit are obtained. We term these switching-
windows as the simple switching-windows.

Next, we propagate our sub-switching-windows through
the circuit as explained earlier. To evaluate the delay vari-
ation for any sub-switching-window on a coupled wire, we
consider a delay pushout model that yields the variation as
a function of that sub-switching-window’s PDF and the in-
tervals of the simple switching-windows on its coupled neigh-
bors. Each of the sub-switching-windows may now broaden,
and may have regions of overlap with other sub-switching-
windows. The impact of coupling does not affect the total
probability of switching in any wire’s window; it may only
affect the PDF in some intervals. We therefore scale the
uniform density in any sub-switching-window such that the
original probability in its interval is retained. We do not im-
pose a restriction that all sub-switching-windows on a wire
for a given transition should have mutually exclusive inter-
vals. Since the simple switching-windows are pre-determined
and do not change, this approach does not require multiple it-
erations. Our approach to propagating the switching-window
distributions is therefore a single pass procedure, and is illus-
trated diagrammatically in Figure 4.

Alternately, we could start with assumptions of worse case
delay pushout values, and perform iterations with the sub-
switching-window distributions. We choose the former ap-
proach as it is faster, and does not involve a heuristic for
picking a suitable time to stop further iterations, when the
pushout model does not guarantee convergence.

3.4 Timing dependent power estimation

Once switching-window distributions and transition proba-
bilities have been evaluated on the fanout nets of all gates in
a circuit, the dynamic power consumption is computed by a
summation of the switching power corresponding to each gate
in the circuit. For each gate, the average dynamic power Pd
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Figure 4: Estimation of coupling induced delay pushouts

consumed per clock cycle is given by:

Pd = Pg + Pc

= 0.5V 2
ddCg(Pr[r] + Pr[f ]) +

k∑
i=1

P i
c (10)

where, Pg denotes the power consumption corresponding to
the gate’s and its fanout net’s total ground capacitance Cg,
and Pr[r] (Pr[f ]) denotes the probability of a rise (fall) tran-
sition at the gate’s output. Pc denotes the power consumption
due to coupling on its fanout net, and is given by the sum of
coupling power P i

c consumed due to each coupled neighbor
i = 1, 2, . . . , k of the gate’s fanout net. For a single coupled
neighbor i with coupling capacitance Cc,

Pc = Pquiet + Popp + Psim (11)

Pquiet = 0.5V 2
ddCc(Pr[r] + Pr[f ])(Pri[l] + Pri[h])(12)

where, Pquiet, Popp and Psim denote the coupling power when
the coupled neighbor is not switching, switching in the op-
posite direction and switching in the same direction, respec-
tively. (Pri[l]+Pri[h]) denotes the probability that net i does
not switch. Popp and Psim are timing dependent, that is,
they depend on the relative switching times on the two nets.
Analytically, we express

Popp = 0.5V 2
ddCc

∫ ∞

−∞
ψopp(x)popp(x)dx (13)

where, popp(x) denotes the probability density that the nets
switch in the opposite direction with a time skew of x and
ψopp(x) denotes some function that gives an effective power
factor as a function of the time skew x. In general, ψopp(x)
depends on the slews of the switching signals and is symmet-
ric in nature. We illustrate a typical linear and an exponential
ψopp(x) model in Figure 5. It is intuitive that when x ≈ 0,
the coupled nets switch simultaneously in the opposite direc-
tion and Cc charges (or discharges) with ≈ 2Vdd across itself.
Attributing half of the power consumed to each driving-gate

-s s -s s

xx

ψopp(x)

1.0 1.0

2.0 2.0 ψopp(x)

Figure 5: A typical linear and exponential model for ψopp(x)
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Figure 7: A typical linear and exponential model for ψsim(x)

of the coupled nets is equivalent to having ψopp(x) ≈ 2. Sim-
ilarly, when the nets switch with a large skew (≥ s, in Fig-
ure 5), power consumption attributed to each driving gate is
exactly same as the case of a switching with the coupled net
quiet, and hence ψopp(x) ≈ 1. In the figure, s is dependent
on the slews of the signals on the coupled wires.

For two coupled wires a and b, popp(x) is evaluated as:

popp(x) = (14)∫ ∞

−∞
φar (t)φbf (t+ x)dt+

∫ ∞

−∞
φbr (t)φaf (t+ x)dt.

Given switching-window distributions for the rise and fall
transitions on a and b each as a set of M sub-switching-
windows, the computation translates to the following.

popp(x) =

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
φar

i
(t)φbf

j
(t + x)dt

+

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
φbr

i
(t)φaf

j
(t + x)dt (15)

We illustrate the shape of a PDF obtained from one inner
integral of (15) in Figure 6.

Given an analytical expression for ψopp(x), the product
of popp(x) and ψopp(x) are expressed analytically. Popp can
now be computed from analytical expressions obtained from
the integration of the above product in appropriate intervals.
Numerical integration is not required. A similar approach is
employed for the computation of Psim. Figure 7 presents a
typical linear and an exponential model for ψsim(x).

3.5 Power estimation with timing dependent glitches

In this section, we describe how the proposed framework is
amenable to incorporating power dissipation in glitches, of-
ten termed as toggle power. We illustrate our approach with
an example of a two-input AND gate as shown in Figure 2.
In this case, a glitch may be formed at output c only when
both input signals switch with some time skew, in the op-
posite direction. The power consumption due to a glitch is
some function ϕ(x) of the difference x in their switching times,
given their slews. Note that ϕ(x) is not symmetric. If x de-
notes the time by which the rising signal switches before the



falling signal, we have the following.

ϕ(x) ≥ ϕ(−x) (16)

From (15), we can compute the probability density of the
function popp(x) that denotes that the inputs switch in the
opposite direction with time skew x. The toggle power con-
sumption per cycle is estimated as the following.

Ptoggle = 0.5V 2
ddCg

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(x)popp(x)dx (17)

The computation of popp(x) should also consider the differ-
ence in the timing arcs delays da and db for the corresponding
cases. The proposed approach can be extended to estimate
toggle power consumption in other logic gates similarly. Here
we assume that glitches do not propagate through multiple
logic levels, although theoretically our framework does not
restrict that either. However, this may cause an exponential
complexity of glitch power estimation if we do not keep an
upper bound on the maximum number of logic levels that a
glitch could propagate through.

4 Experimental results

We next present obtained power consumption results for the
ISCAS’85 benchmarks [22], mapped to 90nm technology li-
brary parameters. We use a simple delay model [23] and a
linear ψ(x) model (Figure 5) in our experiments. Pr[l], Pr[r],
Pr[f ], and Pr[h] on all primary inputs are set to 0.25 each.

We denote the total power obtained from our approach
(considering timing dependent coupling power) with M sub-
switching-windows, for any benchmark b, as P b

M . Simulation
based (or Monte Carlo) approaches to accurate power estima-
tion require a very large number of input vectors (exponential
in the number of inputs), and are thus, prohibitive. HSPICE
simulations for small test cases show less than 1% error in
P b

1000. Although the accuracy of power estimation improves
for larger M , the run time increase is not commensurate with
the accuracy gain. As an example, for the benchmark C5315,
the run-time to obtain PC5315

1000 is ≈ 28 hours. We therefore
choose P b

1000 to be the true power value and use it as reference
for error estimation. The absolute error in the result P b

M ob-
tained using our approach (with M sub-switching-windows),
for a benchmark b, is defined as the following.

Absolute error(b,M)
∆
=

|P b
M − P b

1000|
P b

1000

× 100.0 (18)

We plot absolute error values as a function of M for the bench-
mark C5315 in Figure 8. In the same graph, we also show the
run-time ratio of our approach to the one where all coupling
capacitors are assumed to be grounded. Similar plots are ob-
served for other benchmarks. From these plots, we choose
M = 6 as the default for all benchmarks. In this case, our
estimation error is ≤ 1.6%, and average run-time increase is
by a factor of ≤ 5X. For comparison, we build the following
power estimation engines.

1. NC (No Coupling) denotes an implementation of a power
estimation engine that completely ignores the presence
of coupling capacitances.

2. FC (Fixed Coupling) denotes an implementation of a
power estimation engine that assumes all coupling ca-
pacitances are grounded. Consequently, it ignores the
timing dependence of coupling power.

Figure 8: % Error and run-time ratios with varying M

3. TDC (Timing Dependent Coupling) denotes our ap-
proach to power estimation considering timing depen-
dent coupling power, with M = 6.

For any approach A (could beNC, FC or TDC), we define
the error in coupling power estimation (%ΞA

C) and total power
estimation (%ΞA

T ) of a circuit as the following.

%ΞA
C

∆
=

PA
coupling − P TDC

coupling

P TDC
coupling

× 100.0 (19)

%ΞA
T

∆
=

PA
total − P TDC

total

P TDC
total

× 100.0 (20)

We present error values and run-time overheads (tTDC/tF C)
for the benchmarks in Table 2. Since NC ignores coupling
power, it is immediate that %ΞNC

C = −100%. Furthermore,
NC underestimates total power on the average by 48%. We
observe that considering coupling capacitances as grounded
capacitances result in both overestimation and underestima-
tion of coupling power by 59% (for benchmark C432) and
21% (for benchmark C1908), respectively. These numbers
translate to overestimation by 25% and underestimation by
12%, respectively, of the total power consumption. Taking
the arithmetic mean of absolute error values, we observe that
coupling and total power values predicted by FC are off the
true values by 28% and 13%, respectively. For M = 6, power
estimation using our approach (TDC) for each benchmark
takes between 0.03 to 1.95 secs.

The power estimation engines are developed in the C pro-
gramming language. All experiments are performed on a Pen-
tium 2.4GHz machine, with 1Gb RAM, running Redhat Linux
9.0.

Table 2: % Errors in coupling and total power estimation
%ΞC %ΞT

Circuit Nodes NC FC NC FC tTDC/tF C

C432 198 -100 59 -42 25 3.5
C499 245 -100 51 -37 19 5.0
C880 445 -100 37 -40 15 4.6
C1355 589 -100 -19 -56 -11 3.6
C1908 915 -100 -21 -58 -12 4.1
C2670 1428 -100 35 -46 16 4.6
C3540 1721 -100 -6 -53 -3 3.8
C5315 2487 -100 28 -43 12 4.2
C6288 2450 -100 5 -49 3 3.0
C7552 3721 -100 -17 -57 -10 4.4
|Mean| 100 28 48 13 4.1



5 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a timing dependent power estimation
framework. Efficient approaches to representing and prop-
agating switching-window distributions considering coupling
induced delay variations are developed. Based on obtained
switching-window distributions, we consider timing depen-
dent coupling power in total power estimation. Experimental
results for the ISCAS’85 benchmarks demonstrate that ignor-
ing the timing dependence of coupling power can cause up to
59% error in coupling power estimation (up to 25% error in
total power estimation).

The proposed framework is amenable to considering the
effects of glitches and crosstalk-noise power [6] as well. In
this paper, we ignore the effects of incomplete voltage swings
since it has been shown that their effects are negligible for
designs with typical activity factors [6]. The proposed ap-
proaches to switching-window distribution representation do
not impose any restriction of how the switching-window in-
terval must be segmented; alternative approaches can readily
be accommodated. In addition, time slots [24] may be used
in estimation of the simple switching-windows for pessimism
reduction during timing analysis.

We have attained to signify the timing dependence of cou-
pling power. Since the impact of this timing dependence may
lead to both underestimation or overestimation of power, us-
ing a guard-band during power estimation while ignoring tim-
ing, is meaningless. This is true even if multiplication fac-
tors are employed when considering coupling capacitances as
grounded capacitances. The best factor for the same would
be 1 under the reasonable assumption that signals on cou-
pled wires switch in similar and opposite directions with equal
probability, on the average. Given that our experiments re-
veal both underestimation and overestimation of power using
such an approach (FC), it is evident that we cannot obtain
bounds on the power consumption by using other multipli-
cation factors as well, while ignoring timing. We therefore
conclude that it is critical to consider the timing dependence
of coupling power in total power estimation.

Our assumption of logical independence between signals
on any two wires is not completely true in reality, and may
result in estimation errors. We will consider handling par-
tial correlations for improved accuracy, and timing dependent
power estimation approaches for sequential circuits, in the fu-
ture.
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